A Review of HVAC System Optimization and Its Effects on Saving Total Energy Utilization of a Building
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ABSTRACT

The paper illustrates the review on the optimizations studies of HVAC systems based on three main methods – HVAC operational variables optimization, optimization of control parameters in HVAC system and parameter optimization in building models. For the HVAC system’s operational variables, the optimization process is based on the common and prescient energy utilization models. Thus by comparing both, the non-common HVAC system models can get better output of energy reduction. Based on most of the studies, the occupancies thermal comfort requirements, are represented by the indoor air quality (IAQ) or the predicted mean vote (PMV) indexes. Comparing both requirements, the PMV index had a better overall energy reduction output of 47% and estimated annual energy reduction of 2,769 kg/year. Meanwhile, in optimization of HVAC’s control parameters, its overall aim is to achieve a better response output of the HVAC system in order to prevent energy wastage. Among this different optimizations controller, the fuzzy logic tuning optimization has a better overall energy reduction. On the other hand, the parameter optimization in building model approach is performed before the construction of the structure itself, where multiple construction parameters are considerations in the design. In overall, when different tools for building parameter and model optimization are compared, the EXRETopt by using PMV comfort index approximately reduces 62% of the energy utilization.

1. Introduction

The HVAC system stands for heating, ventilating and air conditioning where an optimized HVAC system aims to provide efficient output of thermal control and occupancy comfort by using the principles of thermodynamics, fluid mechanics, and heat transfer. HVAC systems are widely used in all types of buildings all over the world and it is one of the highest utilizer of energy [1-4]. For HVAC systems, the coefficient of performance (COP) has been utilized as an index to evaluate, its total energy performance [5-7]. COP is defined as the ratio between the output of cooling/heating energy and input of electrical energy. Generally, lower energy consumption and higher efficiency of system are outcomes of greater COP values, as shown in study by Oropeza-Perez [8]. In order to increase the COP value thus to achieve a lower energy utilization, the indoor set temperature can be increased to
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